GAMERS
STREAM THE LIGHT
2 hour live stream
if ppl are still

WHAT
CAN I DO?

MUSICIANS
1 IN 1,000
1,000 seconds (1.5
hours) of drumming,

giving at the end

playing guitar etc..

of your 2 hours,

for $1,000

keep going!

take breaks where

The key is good
incentives for
donating during your

GET INVOLVED WITH
STL BY USING WHAT
GOD HAS GIVEN YOU!

you talk about STL to
live stream

live stream!

STL TALENT SHOW

examples: drink
hot sauce for

youth can showcase

every $50, every

their talent and

$5 raffle entry for

individuals attending

a gift card, every

can donate for STL

$10 sing a nursery

(entrance fee is the

rhyme while

donation)

playing the video
game, every $250

include a variety:

eat your least

comedy, human video,

favorite food

dance, music

ATHLETICS

SAVE THE DATE!

SMALL BUSINESS

24X24

WORK FOR STL

run 24 miles in 24

dedicate one day's

hours and raise
funds through

MY ONE DAY
give your birthday to Jesus!

sponsors

organize a Bike-athon, run-a-thon,

your bday to raise awareness
and funds for STL!

sponsors for the
amount of miles
biked/ran/walked.
Money raised can go

1,000 free-throws, vballs serves, batting,
bow-n-arrows,
bowling

promote! Make sure
to let everyone know

day you will be

UNCONVENTIONAL
GIVE DAY
May 19, 2021

to STL!

1 IN 1,000

promote, promote,

ahead of time what

walk-a-thon
supported by

business's income to
STL

Do something special on

SPORT-A-THON

worth of your

dedicating to STL
share what STL is all
about before the
event and during the
event
have flash

NATIONAL STL
DAY
October 17, 2021

sales/specials and
even free gifts or
special incentives in
your business on the
day of the event

1 IN 1,000
WHAT IS THE 1 IN
1,OOO CHALLENGE?

ART
CREATED TO CREATE

MISCELLANEOUS
Shovel, cut grass,

paint pictures to sell

rake leaves for

do anything 1,000

for STL

money in your

times to raise $1,000

make string art crafts

neighborhood. Then

one dollar at a time!

to sell for STL

give the proceeds to

be creative

make any craft to sell

STL

spread the word on

and give the

have a garage sale

every social media

proceeds to STL

and give the

platform

knit/crochet scarves

proceeds to STL

expand your results

or any item to sell for

sell unused items

through sponsors-

STL

asking everyone you

graphic design a shirt

know to donate to STL

to sell for STL

(gaming consoles,

through you to

games, tv, stereo
systems, unused
instruments etc...)

support your efforts

and give the

to make a difference!

proceeds to STL
collect metal or cans
and sell them back
for money to give to
STL

REMEMBER...
BE CREATIVE
you are unique and
what works for
someone else may
not work for you!
Take these ideas and
mold them to fit
YOU and Your

COOKING

PHOTOGRAPHY

TAMALES

1 IN 1,000 PHOTOS
FOR STL

do a group effort to
cook/sell tamales

take 1,000 photos

and all proceeds go

and sell them for STL

to STL
the more the better!

Church/Youth Group

promote photo

TO LEADERS
most youth want to
get involved, but
they don't know how.
Inspire them to
DREAM and lead the
way!

STL WORKS!

PHOTO SESSIONS
FOR STL
sessions and give all

1 IN 1000 BAKED
GOODS

proceeds to STL
this could be done

cook 1,000 cookies,

on a specific day or

brownies, cakes,

over a period of

cupcakes etc... and

time (for example a

sell each for $1

week's worth of

1,000 cookies=$1,000

photo sessions)

STL creates
generous hearts that
grow into generous
adults
STL is a great
ministry for
discipleship and
outreach

CAPTURED FOR STL
take photos of
nature and sell them
for STL

